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International conference «Innovative approaches to working with children with special 
needs and their families: Kyrgyzstan and international experience» 
 
Venue: Dostuk Hotel, Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic 
Dates: 7-9 April 2009  
  
Introduction 
 
The 3-day international conference «Innovative approaches to working with children with special 
needs and their families: Kyrgyzstan and international experience» was organized by 
HealthProm, Association of Parents of Disabled Children of Bishkek and Public Association "Shoola 
Kol" in partnership with the Ministry of Labour and Social Development of Kyrgyz Republic.  The 
conference was held on 7-9 April 2009 in Bishkek as part of the partnership project “Supporting 
young disabled children and their families in the Kyrgyz Republic” funded by the Big Lottery Fund.  It 
attracted more than 130 participants from UK, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Switzerland, USA and all 
7 regions of Kyrgyz Republic. 
 
The conference provided an opportunity to look at different approaches to community-based support 
of children with special needs and their families, both in Kyrgyzstan and abroad.  This conference 
also provided a forum for parents, specialists, government officials and NGO activists from all  
regions of Kyrgyz Republic to discuss and explore ways how they can work together to better support 
families with children with special needs in the country.   
 
Delegates included members of Kyrgyz Parliament, Minister of Labour and Social Development, 
government officials, representatives of state agencies, schools and kindergartens, representatives of 
local and international nongovernmental organisations that have practical experience in providing 
health, education and social support services to children with special needs, as well as in promoting 
and protecting rights of people with disabilities.  In addition, people with disabilities, carers, and 
disability advocacy groups also attended to add their perspective to the forum.  Among the 
participants were also representatives of donor organisations in Kyrgyz Republic – UNDP, 
UNICEF, Eurasia Foundation, Soros Foundation and Japan International Cooperation Agency 
(JICA). 
 
Held at Dostuk Hotel in Kyrgyz capital city of Bishkek, the conference was very practical and 
interactive, and encouraged delegates to feed back their suggestions and views on key issues and 
challenges raised during the conference. 
 
Conference evaluation 
 
The conference proved to be extremely successful and we received very high evaluations and 
comments from many experts and representatives of government agencies and international NGOs.  
Many delegates agreed that this was the first such conference in the Kyrgyz Republic which was very 
practical and interactive, and which provided a platform for representatives of various organizations 
from Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Russia, Ukraine, UK, USA and Switzerland to present working models 
and share innovative approaches to working with disabled children and their families.  
 
On the first day there were over 130 participants present, with nearly 100 of them staying for all three 
days of the conference.  Keeping high attendance was a big success for the event as Takhmina 
Ashuralieva, conference moderator and international expert, told the conference organisers 
“…usually at such kind of events people on the following days would leave in large numbers if the 
programme and speakers are not interesting. You managed to keep the critical mass to the very end”  
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Initially we planned to have participants from only two regions – Bishkek and Issyuk-Kul, but there 
was such a high interest in the conference from all over the country that we extended the attendance 
to other regions.  As the budget of the conference was quite limited, many of the delegates self-
financed their travel and living costs.  Some of the participants were supported by UNICEF and 
EveryChild.  
 
The conference reached all its aims and objectives which was confirmed on the closing ceremony of 
the conference and also by evaluation (interviews face to face, on the phone for post-conference 
evaluation, by emails, and by evaluation forms).  
 
86 people returned completed evaluation forms, with a mix of 11.5% men and 88.5% women, 35.7% 
of public sector and almost 55% of voluntary sector. Out of 55% working for a voluntary sector 
17.9% were from NGOs of parents, 11.9% from disability NGOs, 15.5% from other NGOs and 9.5% 
were from private rehabilitation centres.  Out of 35.7% of delegates working in the public sector 9.5% 
were from government funded rehabilitation centres, 9.5% from national government and local 
authorities and 16.7% from state internats/kindergartens for disabled children. 
 
The average age was between 30 and 49.  10% of conference participants indicated that they have a 
disability. 
 
Based on the evaluation forms, the average mark for the conference was 4.5 (between excellent and 
good) out of 5 maximum. The highest marks (4.7) were given for the programme, master-classes and 
equipment. The lowest marks were given for location and discussions (4.1 and 4.3 respectively); the 
first one can be explained by the fact that it was not easily accessible for disabled people (especially 
for wheelchair users) and the second one can be explained by a  very “tight” programme which didn’t 
provide much room for informal discussions. The limited budget made us to choose this location but it 
is unlikely that we will have another conference in the same place again.  
 
What is most encouraging is that all delegates left saying that their knowledge had increased and 
that they received new information and established new contacts.  64% of all delegates 
evaluated the conference as “excellent” and 34% as “good”, and only one delegate gave a 
“satisfactory” mark to the overall conference.  Many participants, including government officials, 
indicated in their evaluations forms that they not only learned new things but also changed their 
understanding and attitude towards disability (as if looking at the disability problem from the parents’ 
point of view.) 
 
A very positive factor of this conference was a high representation of government officials.  One 
participant noted that “usually government officials, especially members of parliament, don’t like 
attending such conferences but your conference had 4 or 5 members of parliament which says how 
important it is…” All government officials we talked to evaluated the conference very highly –the 
Minister of Labour and Social Development said that she found the conference “very useful and 
interesting”, Gulnara Derbisheva, the well-known and respected MP, thanked the organisers for 
“helping our country and our government solve problems facing disabled children and their families.  
It is our duty to support civil society and I am doing it with great pleasure!”  
 
The organisers are very satisfied with overall results of the conference and feel that it had everything 
– a wide range of participants, interesting programme, experienced and knowledgeable speakers 
from various countries. At the same time it had a very friendly atmosphere and combined interesting 
plenary presentations and practical master-classes and workshops.   Most comments in evaluation 
forms were very positive and many participants put their good wishes and warm thank-you words, 
many expressed a wish to have more meetings of such sort in the future. 
 
Of course, there were some minor organisational issues that could have been improved such as: 
involvement of volunteers (some of them were not clear about their roles), timing (for lunch, during 
section work and between master-classes, reports), technical equipment (often not ready on time).  
For example, one of the complaints was the difficult acoustics in the large workshop groups. The 
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fact that these were held together in the same room meant that there was noise interference from 
nearby groups. We do regret this, but we were unable to secure extra separate rooms. 
 
Conference organisers had evaluation meetings at the end of each day and after the end of the 
conference, where we raised any arising problems and discussed the ways to improve them. We are 
now planning to ask some of the conference participants again in about 6 months time about what 
have happened in their organizations after the conference. 
 
Conference Recommendations 
 
As a result of the conference it is our intention to submit a report to the Ministry of Labour and Social 
Development of Kyrgyz Republic outlining the success of the conference, what has been learned 
from the workshop and plenary presentations.   A number of recommendations were made by 
conference delegates and they will be included in the final conference report and will be used for 
future partnership projects and for lobbying the government.  These recommendations include: 
 

· Revive the Disability Council under the President of KR 
· Create a working group of local and international organizations and government agencies 

working on disability issues (Ministry of Social Development, Ministry of Healthcare, Ministry 
of education, Child Rights Protection Department) to define a common policy towards disabled 
children and people and their families (programmes, education, professionals, study visits, 
disseminating best practices) 

· Make the social model of disability a government policy in dealing with disability issues. 
· Introduce additions/changes into law about education (particularly about inclusive education) 
· Develop and introduce additions/changes into employment legislation that consider  practical 

mechanisms of job placements of disabled youth and people, and their carers 
· Develop and introduce additions/changes into legislation about mass media (particularly about 

social advertising) that consider practical mechanisms of providing opportunities for 
organizations working on disability issues to cover disability issues in mass media 

· Provide access to public buildings (kindergartens, schools, hospitals, universities, etc.) 
· Organise consultation services for young parents who have newly born disabled children 
· Prepare qualified professionals (medical staff, teachers, social teachers) that will be working 

with disabled children and who should get free education or scholarships 
· Increase the qualification of professionals that work on child disability issues 
· (Re)publish books on child disability issues in Kyrgyz language (incl. from  extended 

experience of CIS countries and abroad) 
· Gradual integration of disabled children into preschools and schools 
· Organise professional training based on technical colleges for children and youth with 

disabilities and their families 
· Introduce and/or improve models of early intervention adapting from CIS countries experience 

(for instance, from Ukraine or Russia) 
· Create a chain of different professionals for joint work to support disabled children 
· Create a multidisciplinary approach to working with disabled children and their families 
· Train professionals how to work in multidisciplinary teams 
· Parents and children should be included in the decision-making from the beginning through to 

the end (“Nothing about us without us”) 
· Create a common regularly updated database of disabled children and their families in the 

Kyrgyz Republic 
· Government should provide support to successfully working rehabilitation centres and help 

disseminate their experience to other regions 
· Government should open children and parents support centres in the regions 
· Government should arrange or build social housing for families of disabled children 
· International conferences of such kind should be conducted regularly (not only in Bishkek but 

in other regions too) for knowledge, experience exchange and establishing cooperation 
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between NGOs and government agencies and persons all working on disability issues in the 
Kyrgyz Republic. 

 
 
Conference format  
 
Conference format included plenary presentations, workshops, seminars, and discussions.  
 
Main issues presented at the conference: 

· models of providing early support to children with multiple disabilities 
· innovative approaches of psychological and pedagogical support to children with special 

needs 
· complex rehabilitation and socialization of children and young people with special needs 
· protection and promotion of rights of people with disabilities and their families 

 
The conference was opened by Nazgul Tashbayeva, Minister of Labour and Social Development, 
who acknowledged the importance of such conference and talked about main issues facing families 
with children with special needs in the country today. She told the delegates that from 2011 Kyrgyz 
government is planning to introduce a new compensation for carers of disabled children, most of 
whom do not work.  Conference participants then were addressed by Tanya Buynovskaya, the 
HealthProm Programmes and Partnerships Manager, and Tim Schaffter, UNICEF country 
representative.  Tanya Buynovskaya expressed that it was encouraging to see so many people in 
attendance at the conference and the support shown from the government and different groups 
across the country. 
 
After the short presentation of the project by Tanya Buynovskaya, HP Manager, the floor was given to 
MPs, who talked about their support to civic society and child disability issues in the country. 
 
The programme of the conference was very intense but nevertheless the participants were given 
freedom of choice and could participate in various sections each containing one or two presentations 
and master-classes.  At the end of each day all sections would share what they learnt at their section 
and any recommendations from the section before the general audience. International presenters had 
always a large number of participants at their workshops which indicated that people wanted to learn 
from international experience, to compare and use those models and approaches that can be 
applicable in local conditions. The conference also gave an opportunity for Kyrgyz participants to 
learn more about local experiences and successful models of working with disabled children in 
Kyrgyz Republic.  They expressed a wish to learn more about what is happening in various regions of 
the country and all wanted this information to be widely disseminated.   
 
Conference Finances 
Partners spent the conference budget according to original plan and also managed to get additional 
support from other international organizations such as UNICEF and EveryChild whose contributions 
were significant.    
 
The conference was funded by the National Lottery through the Big Lottery Fund.  UNICEF’s 
contribution was 3,044 USD (for participants’ travel and accommodation cost and equipment), 
EveryChild contributed about 700 USD (for participants’ travel and accommodation cost and 
equipment), HelpAge International - about 200 USD (conference equipment), “Sladosti Vostoka”, 
local Bishkek business, - about 100 USD (for coffee-break) and Hotel Dostuk provided 25% discount 
for stay at the hotel for conference participants.  
 
Our thanks go to all members of our partner organisations, to all speakers, facilitators, 
helpers, volunteers, funders and other sponsors who helped make the conference such a 
success! 


